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Who's afraid of the big bad wolf?His son, that's who.Ever since his father's arrest for the murder
of Little Red Riding Hood, teen wolf Henry Whelp has kept a low profile in a Home for Wayward
Wolves . . . until a murder at the Home leads Henry to believe his father may have been
framed.Now, with the help of his kleptomaniac roommate, Jack, and a daring she-wolf named
Fiona, Henry will have to venture deep into the heart of Dust City: a rundown, gritty metropolis
where fairydust is craved by everyone-and controlled by a dangerous mob of Water Nixies and
their crime boss leader, Skinner.Can Henry solve the mystery of his family's sinister past? Or,
like his father before him, is he destined for life as a big bad wolf?

From BooklistOnce upon a time was a long time ago in Henry Whelp’s city. Now, the fairies are
gone, and with them, their magical fairydust. Corporations manufacture synthetic dust to sell
over the counter, while uncut nixiedust gets hawked by shady foxes in dark alleyways. But Henry
never touches the stuff since his father went berserk and murdered a red-hooded girl and her
granny on behalf of a golden-touch gangster named Skinner. See, dust is the stuff of miracles
and fulfills destinies, which is fine if you’re a princess, but can lead to a big bad fate for a wolf like
Henry. The premise is fractured fairy tale, but the play is pure noir: Chinatown via the Brothers
Grimm. Henry gets in deep with Skinner’s crew to exonerate his dad and trips his way into a
scheme to return the animalia (wolves, ravens, and the like) to their primitive state. The ending
feels like it’s missing a twist or two, but the clever setup and gutting of fairy-tale tropes will garner
plenty of enthusiasm. Grades 7-10. --Ian ChipmanReview"Weston deftly tucks his fairy-tale
tropes into this thought-provoking mystery." --Kirkus"Weston has created a tightly paced
mystery, a coming of age story, and a vivid fantasy...Dust City is a winner." --Quill and Quire"Dust
City is so creative...As soon as I read the first page, I was hooked." --Teens Read Too"Clever use
of iconic characters and fairytale symbols against a hardboiled backdrop contribute to Weston's
distinctive and highly imaginative mise en scène." --Publishers WeeklyAbout the AuthorRobert
Paul Weston's first novel was Zorgamazoo, a Booklist top ten debut of 2008. Born in the UK and
raised in Canada, Robert Paul Weston lives in Toronto, where he currently teaches creative
writing at the University of Toronto.Read more
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Ya'Kub, “really great service. I couldn't really get the chance to read and actually sink into the
book because my teacher was moving way too fast with the class but someone gave me a
review and it seems like a really good book, it did arrive on time and was in the condition
displayed”

N, “Five Stars. The book was a great read, would recommend it to people who like fairy tales
with a twist!”

Dark Faerie Tales, “Very fun book full of some wonderful fairy tale creatures with a twist to their
stories.. Review courtesy of Dark Faerie Tales.Quick & Dirty: Very fun book full of some
wonderful fairy tale creatures with a twist to their stories. There was good action, a great
adventure and a mystery to solve.Opening Sentence: Once upon a time, fairydust came from
where you'd expect.The Review:Enter into the world of Dust City where Snow White is a daring
detective, Rumpelstiltskin is the formidable villain, Jack in the Beanstalk is your best friend, and
the hero is the son of The Big Bad Wolf. A world where fairies use to spread their magic and
bless all those in the land. But years ago the fairies mysteriously disappeared. Now there is a
special dust made from the magic left behind by the fairies. It has special healing powers, but it
is also addictive and at times dangerous. The dust is in high demand and the more pure it is the
more expensive it is.Henry Whelp is living in a home for wayward boys and creatures. His
mother died when he was very young and his father is in prison for the murder of Little Red
Riding Hood and her Grandmother. Henry has always been a mellower wolf and has tried to
stay out of trouble, but then his psychiatrist gets murdered. Then he gets a bunch of letters from
his father and something doesn't seem right. It is time to find out what really happened to the
fairies that disappeared and maybe prove his dad is innocent as well.Henry was a fun hero. He
has a good strong voice throughout the book and a fun personality. He is a very laid back
person, but when it comes time to act he doesn't hesitate. He is brave, smart, and lovable. It is
fun to watch his relationships with people grow and develop throughout the story. He is shy
especially around a very cute she wolf, but once you get past the shyness he has a lot of depth
to him. He never knew his mother and his father is in prison so he has never really had any good
role models, but he always tries to do what he thinks is right. He was an easy character to
connect with and I really enjoyed reading his story.This book was full of charm and adventure. I
have always enjoyed fairytales and I loved the different twists in this took. It collaborated a whole
bunch of fairytales into one story and it worked perfectly. The characters were funny and
engaging. The romance was sweet and well developed. The story was interesting and had a
great mystery. I was hooked from page one and I had a hard time putting the book down after I
started it. Overall, I really enjoyed this book and I would highly recommend it to anyone that
enjoys a good adventure filled with wayward fairytale creatures.FTC Advisory: Razorbill/Penguin



provided me with a copy of Dust City. No goody bags, sponsorships, "material connections," or
bribes were exchanged for my review.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Love the story! The book is fantastic. My students enjoyed
reading it!”

The book by Cynthia Rylant has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 35 people have provided feedback.
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